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Temperature profiles in sufficiently narrow thin-film conductors can be computed in a quasi-one
dimensional model. The model applies when the linewidth is less than a thermal decay length. We
discuss the thermal decay length as a function of geometrical and material parameters and find
that many practical cases satisfy the narrow stripe criterion. Fringing effects are included in the
model. Three specific examples are discussed: (i) the temperature ofan isolated stripe, including
fringing, (ii) temperature profiles near junctions ofnarrow stripes, and (iii) temperature profiles at
the junction ofa narrow tap and a wide stripe. The simplicity ofthe model makes it convenient for
the design ofelectromigration experiments, for programmable read-only memory fusing current
calculations, etc. Examples and graphs are given for the case ofpassivated aluminum on Si02• The
graphs are useful for estimation of thermal parameters without calculation.
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FIG. 1. Schematic cross section of a conductor stripe on a thin dielectric
film defining dimensions and material parameters. Schematic heatfiow
streamlines with fringing effects are shown.
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ture profiles in many practical situations.

II. THE HEAT TRANSPORT EQUATION AND THE
THERMAL DECAY LENGTH

Consider a thin-film conductor separated by a thin di
electric film from a thermally massive and conductive sub
strate (Fig. I). The steady-state temperature at a point in the
conductor is determined by a balance between joule heating
due to electrical current, heat conduction in the plane of the
film (horizontally), and heat conduction vertically through
the dielectric into the substrate. Radiative and convective
processes are negligible. The relative thicknesses and ther
mal conductivities of the metal and dielectric films are such
that there is negligible vertical temperature gradient in the
metal film. Nor are there thermal gradients in the substrate.
The only vertical temperature drop occurs across the dielec
tric film. These conditions decouple the horizontal and verti
cal heat transfer problems, leading to a two-dimensional dif
ferential equation in the horizontal coordinates for the
horizontal temperature profile. For steady-state conditions,
the heat capacities of the materials are irrelevant.

For these conditions, the power balance is written

-I Present address: Intel Corporation, SPl-lO, 145 S. 79th Street, Chandler,
Arizona 85224.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of calculating the steady-state and tran
sient temperature profiles in thin-film conductors has re
ceived attention before. l

-4 A few special cases such as
cracked or grooved stripes have been treated using a compli
cated two-dimensional analysis. I

-
2 For uniform or one-di

mensional cases the solutions are simple.3
,4 In this paper, we

will show that there are important practical cases which are
not strictly one-dimensional, but which may be solved to a
good approximation using a "quasi-one-dimensional" mod
el. The simplicity of the model makes it a practical design
tool.

This study was motivated by the need to understand the
temperature profiles near voltage measurement taps in elec
tromigration test structures. Wafer-level reliability tests
usually involve acceleration offailure by increasing the cur
rent density. This inevitably causes hot spots and steep ther
mal gradients which obscure interpretation of the data.
Meaningful interpretation may be possible ifphysical obser
vation of the failure site is combined with detailed calcula
tion of temperatures and temperature gradients. The model
will also be useful in other applications such as the calcula
tion of programmable read-only memory (PROM) fusing
currents.

The quasi-one-dimensional model applies to conductor
stripes that are narrow compared with a thermal decay
length. The heat transport equation, the narrow stripe (NS)
criterion, and the thermal decay length are discussed in Sec.
II. In Sec. III three applications are discussed.

(i) The temperature rise ofan isolated current-carrying
stripe of arbitrary width, including fringing effects.

(ii) The temperature profiles near junctions of stripes
satisfying the NS criterion.

(iii) The temperature profiles near the junction ofa nar
row voltage tap and a wide current-carrying stripe.

For the case ofaluminum on Si02 specific examples are
given and important functions are displayed graphically.
This makes the paper useful for quick estimates of tempera-
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FIG. 2. Parallel plate correction factor as a function of dimensions. Solid
lines: Formula ofYuan and Trick (Ref. 8). Top is for t /h = 10, middle is for
t / h = 1, bottom is for t / h = 0.1. Dashed lines: Thin plate formula (Ref. 6).

passivated by a different dielectric than the substrate dielec
tric film. Formulae for 8 have been given by several auth
ors.&-8 Recent interest8 in finding simple formulae for 8 has
been spurred by the need to calculate capacitances in very
large scale integrated (VLSI) circuits where fringing effects
are beginning to dominate. These considerations also apply
in the heat transfer problem in VLSI circuits. It is worth
noting, however, that 8 in the capacitance problem is not
necessarily the same as 8 in the heat transfer problem for the
identical structure. This is because the ratios ofthe dielectric
constants for two dielectrics is generally not the same as the
ratios oftheir thermal conductivities. Ifa stripe is passivated
by a dielectric with the same thermal conductivity as the
substrate dielectric, then an accurate but complicated closed
form expression for 8 due to Chang7 may be used. If the
stripe is unpassivated, or passivated by a dielectric ofnegligi
ble thermal conductivity, then the thin plate formula6 may
be used:

8 = 1+ (2h /1Tw)[1 + In(1Tw/h )], w/h> 1 (5)
Recently, Yuan and Trick8have given a simple formula for 8
which may be used for any ratio of thermal conductivities of
the dielectrics in the structure. The formula is less accurate
than Chang's,7 but much simpler. For specific examples in
this report we shall assume that all dielectrics have the same
thermal conductivity and use Yuan and Trick's8 formula.
The results of the formula of Ref. 8 and Eq. (5) are plotted in
Fig. 2. Finally, we note that if the stripe does not have a
rectangular cross section, t may be replaced by A /w where A
is the cross-section area and w is the width of the stripe at the
oxide-metal interface. For convenience in this paper we
shall, however, assume a rectangular cross section.

Making changes in Eq. (3) appropriate to a current-car
rying stripe, we write

KO" + J2ps - (k8/th - J2prfJ)8 = o. (6)
In Eq. (6) J2 is a constant, 8 is a function oft /h and w/h, and
the second spatial derivative along the stripe is denoted by
the double prime. Rearranging Eq. (6) we write

tp" -A -2tp=O, (7)

where

KV20 + J2p - kO /th = 0 (1)

where the symbols are defined in an Appendix and Fig. 1.
Equation (1) is for an arbitrarily-shaped metal sheet, and it
ignores edge effects in the heat transport through the dielec
tric. The physical interpretation ofEq. (1) is as follows: Con
sider an infinitesimal volume d Vin the metal. The net rate of
horizontal heat conduction into this volume isKV20dV. The
rate of heat production by electrical dissipation is J2pdV,
where J may be a function ofposition. By the definition ofk,
kO /h is the rate of heat removal through the dielectric per
unit area ofmetal film, ignoring edge effects. The rate ofheat
removal per unit volume of metal film is kO /ht, and for the
infinitesimal volume it is dVkO /ht. Equation (1) is obtained
by requiring that these contributions sum to zero in the
steady state. The thermal variation ofp is a large effect and
must be taken explicitly into account:

or

p = Ps + prfJO. (2)

Substitution ofEq. (2) into Eq. (1) gives

KV20 + J2ps - (k /th - J2prfJ)O = O. (3)

This differential equation governs the two-dimensional tem
perature distribution in an arbitrarily-shaped metal film
sheet, with negligible edge effects, and temperature-indepen
dent thermal conductivities k and K.

For a current-carrying stripe, Eq. (3) may be modified in
several ways.

(i) The Laplacian may be written

V2 = d 2/dx2
,

where x is the spatial coordinate along the stripe.
(ii) The current density J may be taken as a known con

stant.
(iii) Edge effects in the vertical heat conduction may be

taken into account. This is done by replacing k8 /h in Eq. (3)
with a more accurate expression for the average heat flux5 at
the metal/dielectric interface.

The problem offinding this average heat flux as a func
tion of 0 is mathematically identical to the problem of find
ing the average surface charge density as a, function of the
potential difference between the stripe and the substrate;
that is, the capacitance. Using the analogy between average
heat flux at the metal/dielectric interface and surface charge
density, between temperature difference 0 and potential dif
ference, and between thermal conductivity and dielectric
permittivity we can replace kO /h by k08/h. For the electri
cal problem, 8 is defined as the ratio ofthe actual capacitance
to the capacitance given by the simple parallel-plate for
mula. The dimensionless factor 8 is a function of ratios of
dimensions and ratios of dielectric constants (or thermal
conductivities) of the dielectrics in the structure and is al
ways greater than unity. That is,

8 = 8 (w/h, t /h, ratios ofthermal conductivities» 1. (4)

The dependence on ratios of thermal conductivities of the
dielectrics only occurs when two or more different dielec
trics are used in a structure, for example, when a stripe is

A -2 = (k8/th -J2prfJ)/K,

w/h

(8)
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If/ = 0 - 0;. (9)

OJ=J2PsA
z/K. (10)

Equations (7)-(10) describe the spatial temperature variation
in a current-carrying stripe with one-dimensional symme
try.

The thermal decay length A defined by Eq. (8) is the
characteristic length over which horizontal temperature
variations can occur. Ifa stripe has width less thanA, then T
cannot vary across the stripe (i.e., normal toJ), even ifa non
current-carrying (cold) connection is made to the side of the
stripe. Such a connection might be a voltage measurement
tap. The solution to the thermal problem is greatly simplified
in the NS regime defined by W > A. In Fig. 3, A is plotted as a
function of the geometrical parameter th /{j for the alumi
num/SiOzcase. The material constants assumed are given in
the Appendix. The plot shows that A deviates from the sim
ple relation

A~(Kth /k{j)l/Z, (11)

only at impractically high current densities for the practical
range of values ofth /{j. Moreover, Eq. (11) is a conservative
estimate ofA by which to judge whether the NS approxima
tion holds.

Example 1. For a l-,um-wide, l-,um-thick aluminum
stripe on l-,um-thick SiOz, passivated by glass, Fig. 2 gives
8 = 4.1 (since w/h = t /h = 1). Hence th /8 = 2.44 X 10-9

cmz, so from Fig. 3 or Eq. (11), A = 6.2 ,um. Since
W = l,um,w<A is satisfied so the NS criterion holds.

Equation (11) can be used to derive a dimensionless plot
by which the validity of the NS approximation may be
judged for any combination ofmaterials. Let W m be the max
imum width for the NS approximation to hold, i.e., W m = A.
Substitution into Eq. (11) and rearranging gives

(wm/h )Z8(wm/h,t /h) = (K /k)(t /h), (12)

where we have made the functional dependence of8 explicit.
This defines a functional relationship between t / hand W m / h
for each value ofK /k. If the formula of Ref. 8 is substituted
into Eq. (12), solution for wm/h gives the solid curves plot
ted in Fig. 4.9 To show the effect of fringing, Eq. (12) with
8 = 1, i.e., ignoring fringing, is plotted as broken lines in Fig.
4. Because the Yuan and Trick8 formula was used, the solid
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FIG. 3. Thermal decay length as a function of geometrical parameters for
the aluminum/Si02 system. The current density in A/cm2 is a parameter.
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FIG. 4. Universal narrow stripe (NS) criterion plot. The maximum stripe
width satisfying the NS criterion is plotted against metal thickness for parti
cular ratios ofthe metal and dielectric thermal conductivities. Stripe dimen
sions are in units of the dielectric film thickness. The effect of fringing is
shown by the difference between the broken lines, which ignore fringing,
and the solid lines. Ifa stripe's dimensions give a point on this plot below the
solid line corresponding to the materials used, then the NS criterion is satis
fied.

curves in Fig. 4 strictly apply to the case ofa stripe passivated
by the same material as the substrate dielectric. This is an
extreme case and an intermediate case such as an unpassivat
ed stripe will have a value ofwm/h lying between the solid
and the broken line for a particular value of K /k. In the
following examples we shall use the solid lines in Fig. 4 to
give conservative estimates of W m •

Example 2. For a l-,um film of aluminum on l-,um of
SiOz, K /k = 151 and t /h = 1. From Fig. 4 we find
wm/h = 11,orwm = 11,um. Therefore, any stripe narrower
than ll,um will satisfy the NS criterion.

Example 3. Same as Example 2, _but replace SiOz by
polyimide. Polyimide is expected to have a thermal conduc
tivity an order of magnitude or so smaller than SiOz' So we
estimate K /k = 1500. From Fig. 4. with t /h = 1, we find
wm/h = 38, so lines narrower than 38,um satisfy the NS
criterion.

Example 4. Same as Example 2 but replace l,um ofSiOz
with 100 nm of the same. Now t /h = 10 and with K /k
= 151, Fig. 4 gives wm/h = 37 so Wm = 3.7 ,um. On thin

oxides only very narrow lines satisfy the NS criterion.

III. APPLICATIONS

A. The temperature rise of an isolated stripe

The temperature rise of an isolated stripe far from any
voltage taps or contacts to the substrate is easily solved for
because the temperature profile is spatially uniform. More
over, there is no need to invoke the NS approximation since
there is no temperature variation horizontally across the
stripe. This problem has been solved by, among others,
Black3 but without including the effect of fringing.

Since the temperature profile is spatially uniform,
If/" = 0, so from Eq. (7) If/ = 0 and from Eqs. (9) and (10)

0= OJ = JZpsA z/K,
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FIG. 5. Temperature rise above the substrate as a function of dimensional
parameters and current density. Plotted for Al on Si02 with the substrate at
25°e.

0; = (J2pslk)(thI8)(J<Jm )· (16)

Example 5. Consider an isolated l-,um-wide, l-,um
thick, glass-passivated A 1 stripe on 1 ,urn of Si02 with a
current density of 4 X 106 A/cm2

.and a substrate tempera
ture of 25 °C. Since wlh == t Ih = 1 we find from Fig. 2 that
8 = 4.1. So th 18 = 2.44 X 10-9 cm2

• From Fig. 5 using the
curve for J = 4 X 106 A/cm2 we find 8; = 7.6 °C so the stripe
temperature is T = 25 + 7.6 = 32.6 °C. Now consider the

10-710-810-10
106 '----L.-..............................u----'---'--'--~"""'___~_'___'_...............L..&....L..._---'----'---'-........................

10-11

_ 108
N
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CJ
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FIG. 6. Runaway current density vs geometrical parameters for aluminum
on Si02•

same but for a stripe width of 20 ,urn. From Fig. 2, 8 = 1.19
sincewlh = 20andt Ih = 1. Soth 18 = 8.40 X 10-9 cm2 and
Fig. 5 gives 0; = 29 °C. The stripe temperature is, therefore,
T = 25 + 29 = 54 °C. This example illustrates the large im
provement in heat sinking for narrow lines.

For a strictly one-dimensional case with a nonuniform
profile along the stripe, it is not necessary to invoke the NS
criterion and it is easy to solve Eq. (7). For a stripe ofl~ngth I
constrained to have a temperature rise above substrate of
8j (1) at one end and OJ (2) at the other, the temperature profile
along the stripe is given by

0=0; + {(1/2)[Oj(l) + OJ (2)] - 0; }cosh(xIA )/cosh(IIU)

+ (1/2)[Oj(l) - OJ (2)]sinh(XIA )/sinh(IIU),

where x is measured from the center of the stripe and A and
8; are given by Eqs. (8) and (13), respectively. Fringing effects
are included through the factor 8 which appears in expres
sions for A and 8; .

th/ [) (cm2)

B. Temperature profiles near junction of narrow stripes

A frequently occurring pattern is shown in Fig. 7(a).
The horizontal stripe carries current while the vertical tap is
a voltage measurement connection carrying no current.
Primes denote parameters for the tap, while unprimed pa
rameters are for the current-carrying stripe. We shall derive
formulae for the temperature profiles near the junction of
the stripe when the NS criterion is satisfied for both the tap
and the stripe. This simple, and practical, case demonstrates
the physics of the situation and makes it easy to write down
general fonnulae for junctions of many narrow stripes, as
shown in Fig. 7(b). The generalization to many stripes, in
tum, leads to a theory for calculating current distributions
and temperature profiles in a network of narrow stripes.

If the tap and the stripe in Fig. 7(a) satisfy the NS crite
rion then w <Aand w' <A' I. This means that the temperature
cannot vary greatly over the cuboidal volume shown in pro
jection in Fig. 7(a) as ABeD. The temperature rise in this
region will be taken as uniform with value 8j • The objective
of the theoretical discussion is to solve for 8j • From Eqs. (7)
and (9) the temperature profiles in the tap and stripe are
given by, respectively,

4x105

10-710-810-9

th/ [)(cm2)

10-10

independent of spatial coordinates. This demonstrates the
physical interpre~tion of 0; defined in Eq. (10): It is the
temperature difference between the substrate and the metal
in a stripe far from any junctions with other stripes or con
tacts to the substrate. Many of the fonnulae for the applica
tions to be described below contain 0;. Substitution ofEq. (8)
into Eq. (10) gives

0; =J2ps/(k8Ith -J2prP). (13)

Notice that Eq. (13) is independent ofthe metal thermal con
ductivityK, but depends on the metal electrical parametersp
and /3. Equation (13) was used to generate plots, given in Fig.
5, of0; versus the geometrical parameter th 18 for A 1on Si02

with a substrate temperature of25 °C. The temperature vari
ation of k can be (and was in Fig. 5) taken into account by
taking the temperature of the dielectric to be Ts + (1/2)0;
and iterating Eq. (13). Actually this had negligible effect for
OJ < 600 °C. Thus, for practical situations with A 1 on Si02

none ofthe parameters in Eq. (13) depends on stripe tempera
ture. ButPs depends strongly on substrate temperature. The
denominator of Eq. (13) vanishes when heat is generated in
the stripe faster than it can be removed. The slight upward
curvature ofthe lines in Fig. 5 show the onset ofthis thermal
runaway. Runaway occurs for a current density

Jm = (k8lprPth )1/2, (14)

which is plotted against the geometrical parameter th 18 in
Fig. 6 for the AI/Si02 case. Figure 6 is useful because many
fonnulae are simpler when J <Jm' which is often satisfied.
For example, when J<Jm ,

A=(Klk)I/2(thI8)1/~ (J<Jm ) (15)

and

G 10

!
~
I
l-
II

<z)
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FIG. 7(a). Schematic diagram of tap-stripe contact used in text discussion.
Current flows only in the horizontal stripe. (b) Schematic diagram of a gen
eraljunction of stripes to which Eqs. (26) apply. (cl Schematic diagram for
Example 7 in text. Current flows only in the horizontal stripe.

0=0; + (OJ -O;)exp(-xIA). (18)

In Eq.(17), y is the distance down the tap measured from AD
and in Eq. (18) x is the distance along the stripe measured
from either AB or CD. In Eq. (17) we have set 0; = 0 since
J = 0 in the tap [see Eq. (13)]. The thermal power flowing
across CD into the metal volume ABCD (thickness t) is

HI = wtK(dO Idx)lx=o, (19)

or, substituting Eq. (18),

HI = wtK (0; - OJ)/A. (20)

This amount also flows intoABCD acrossAB. Similarly, the
thermal power flowing into ABCD across AD is

Hz = - w'tKOjIA'. (21)

The thermal power gained through the bottom ofthe volume
ABCD through the dielectric is

H3 = - kOjww'lh, (22)

and the power generated by joule heating within ABCD is

H4 = ww'tJzlps +pJ30j ). (23)

In the steady state,

2H1 +Hz +H3 + H4 = O. (24)

Substitution of Eqs. (20), (21), (22), and (23) into (24) and
some manipulation using Eqs. (8) and (10) yields

OJ [1 + w'A 1(2wA ') + w'/(U)] = 0; [1 + w'/(U )].

The last terms in the square brackets come from H 3 and H 4

and can be neglected in the NS approximation. That is, in the
NS approximation, joule heating and heat loss to the sub-

Formulae (26) are useful in solving for the electrical
current distribution and temperature profiles in a network of
stripes satisfying the NS criterion. If each junction in the
network is separated by a distance greater than A, then the
temperature of each node is given by Eq. (26). To calculate
the values of0; (n), one needs the current density and, there
fore, the current flowing in the stripe. The currents will be
determined by solution of Kircho1Ps equations for the
network which requires the total resistance of each line

OJ = (20;wIA' + 0 + 0)/(2wIA + 2w'IA')
= O;i[l + w'A l(wA 'll = 0;/[1 + (w'lw)(8'18)I/Z].

strate in the junction region are second-order effects. So, in
the NS approximation,

OJ = O;i[1 + w'A 1(2wA 'll, (25a)

or from Eq. (15)

OJ = 0;/[1 + (1I2)(w'lw)(8'18)I/Z] (J<Jm ). (25b)

Notice that for J<Jm' the factor by which 0; is multiplied
depends entirely on geometrical ratios and not on material
constants. An interesting special case of Eq. (25b) occurs
when the tap and stripe are ofequal width. Then w = w' and
8 = 8' so OJ = (2/3)0; even if fringing is important.

Example 6. Consider 1-JLm-thick Al on 1-JLm-thick
SiOz and passivated by glass. A 5-JLm-wi~e stripe carries a
current density of2X 106 Alcmz. The substrate is at 25 ·C.
What is the temperature at the junction ofa 2-JLm-wide vol
tage tap? For the 5-JLm line, t Ih = 1 and wlh = 5, so from
Fig. 2,8 = 1.53 while for the 2-JLm stripet Ih = 1, w'lh = 2,
so 8' = 2.59. Examination of Fig. 4 shows that the NS crite
rion is satisfied for both the tap and the stripe. For the 5-JLm
line, th 18 = 6.54 X 10-9 cmz, so from Fig. 5, 0; = 5.0 ·C.
Also, Fig. 6 shows thatJm = 1.4 X 107 A/cmz soJ<Jm and
Eq. (25b) can be used. Substitution of the correct values of8,
8',w, and w' into Eq. (25b) gives OJ = 0.790; = 4.0 ·C. So the
temperature at the junction of the voltage tap is
Ts + OJ = 29 ·C, while far (>A = 10JLm, from Fig. 3) down
the current-carrying stripe the temperature is
Ts + 0; = 30 ·C.

It is not difficult to generalize Eqs. (25) to an arbitrary
number of stripes, all satisfying the NS criterion, meeting at
ajunction (ofarea~ z) as illustrated in Fig. 7(b). In general,

OJ = [:lO;(n)wnIAn]/(~wnIAn)' (26a)

or, if all current densities are much less than Jm ,

OJ = [~O;(n)wn8~/Z]/(~wn8~/Z) (J<Jm ), (26b)

where the nth stripe has isolated temperature rise O;(n),
width wn , etc. The sums are taken over all the stripes meet
ing at the junction, that is, n. Note that O;(n) = 0 for an
unpowered stripe. The temperature profile is

0= O;(n) + [OJ - O;(n)]exp( - siAn), (27)

where s is the distance down the stripe measured from the
junction.

Example 7. What is the formula for the junction tem
perature of a current-carrying stripe contacted by two cold
voltage taps as shown in Fig. 7(c)? This can be thought ofas
four stripes coming into a junction. For this case, Eq. (26a) is
written

(17)

W'e)!

W c},
j
J'- OJ
~=O lortap

c

,
! Forllrlpe:r-- X W J,ei,i\
I

:

Temperalure rise al
junclion =6j

(A)

0= OJ exp( - yIA')

and
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A

power flowing across BCD into the semicircular prism is

H= -1TW'tK(dO/dr)lr=w'/2
= (OJ - OJ)W'tKA -IK1(w'/U )/Ko(w'/U), (32)

where we have used the property dKo(x)/dx = - K1(x),
where K 1 is the first-order Bessel function of the second
kind. 10 The Bessel functions are tabulated by Abra~owitz
and Stegun, II who also provide convenient analytical ap
proximations for use on digital computers. On the other
hand, the thermal power entering (actually leaving since the
sign is negative) the prism through BD is

H 2= - w'tKOj/A'. (33)

The derivation of Eq. (33) is the same as Eq. (20). Ignoring
the second-order effects due to dissipation within OBCD and
heat loss to the substrate through the base of the prism, the
power budget for the prism is HI +H 2 = O. Substitution of
Eqs. (32) and (33) into this condition and solution of the re
sulting equation for OJ gives

OJ = 0;1[1 + (A/A ')F(w'/U)] (34a)

FIG. 8. Schematic diagram of a narrow voltage tap contacting a wide cur
rent-carrying stripe. The tap carries no current. Used in text discussion,

whereF(x) = Ko(x)/K1(x). Equations (31), (34), and (17) (for
the tap) give complete details of the temperature profile near
the tap. The functions F(x) and Ko(x) are plotted in Fig. 9.

Example 8. Consider a l-,um-thick aluminum film on 1
,urn ofSi02 with a substrate temperature of25 ·C. The film is
patterned into a very wide (say 5 mils) stripe carrying a cur
rent density ofJ = 2x 106 A/cm2

• It is contacted by a long
2-,um-wide voltage tap. What is the temperature at the point
of contact? For the wide stripe w/h---+oo, so 8 = 1 and th /
8 = 10-8 cm2

• So Fig. 3 gives A = 12.5,um and Fig. 5 gives
OJ = 8 ·C. From Fig. 9wefindF(w'/U) = F(0.08) = 0.225.
For the narrow stripe, t /h = 1, w'/h = 2 so 8' = 2.57. In
spection of Fig. 6 at th /8 = 10-8 cm2 shows that
Jm = 1.1 X 107 A/cm2 so J<Jm and Eq. (34b) may be used.
Substitution of 8', etc., into Eq. (34b) gives
OJ = OJ XO.74 = 5.9 ·C.

between nodes. This resistance, however, depends on the
temperature profile of the stripe and is given by

R = (lIwt)f IPs + fJpofJ )dx (28)
o

for a stripe oflength I. Since 0 is known analytically in terms
of OJ and the values of OJ at the ends of the stripe, viz. OJ (1)
and OJ (2), the integral can be evaluated. For I,>A,

R = [IPs +pJ30j)1 +pdJA (OJ(l) + OJ(2) - 20j )]/wt.
(29)

The first term in the square brackets is the resistance calcu
lated ignoring the hotter or colder junctions at the ends of
the stripe, and the second term corrects this. Thus, one can
find the currents and temperature profiles in the network
using the following iterative procedure.

(1) Assume resistances ofstripes appropriate to the sub
strate temperature, i.e., R = Ps I/wt.

(2) Compute the current distribution using Kirchoffs
laws.

(3) Compute An via Eq. (8) and OJ(n) via Eq. (13) for
every stripe in the network.

(4) Compute OJ for each node in the network using Eq.
(26).

(5) Recompute all the resistances in the network using
Eq. (29).

(6) Repeat steps 2-5 until convergence obtains.
If any nodes are separated by I <A, then Eq. (26) does not
hold. The equations for OJ on the nodes which are closer than
A are coupled. Still, they are linear and can be straightfor
wardly solved. We shall not pursue this generalization
further, since it is probably not so important in practice.

c. Narrow tap with wide current-carrying stripe

A wide current-carrying stripe with narrow high ther
mal impedance voltage taps is useful in measurements of the
thermal conductivity ofthe underlying dielectric film. Edge
effects in the wide stripe can be ignored and the effect of
cooling near the tap should be small. The pattern near a tap
is shown schematically in Fig. 8. We shall restrict w' <A ' and
W,>A.

Since W'>A we may ignore the effect of the boundary FG
and solve as if the current-carrying stripe forms a semi-infi
nite sheet. The solution will therefore be independent of w.
Since w' <A '<;A, the temperature will be approximately uni
form across the semicircular area OBCD with a value we
shall call OJ' Since it is uniform across OBCD it is uniform
along the semicircular arc BCD. So, to a good approxima
tion, outside the semicircle OBCD, 0 will be given by the
radially symmetrical solution to Eq. (3). In cylindrical co
ordinates with origin 0, Eq. (3) is written

J.!£.(rdlJl) _ ~ = 0, (30)
rdr dr A 2

where we have assumed no angular dependence for lJI. The
solution to Eq. (30) is a zeroth-order Bessel function of the
second kind, 10 Ko(r/A ). The solution is, therefore,

0= OJ + (OJ - O;)Ko(r/A )/Ko(w'/U), (31)

where A is given by Eq. (8) with 8 = 1. To derive Eq. (31) we
have required that 0 = OJ at r = w'/2. The total thermal
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The substrate temperature can be calculated from the total
power dissipation on the die, provided the junction-case and
case-ambient thermal resistances are known. Alternatively,
Ts may be found by measuring the resistance of an
unpowered stripe, calibrated with a thermocouple, etc. In
any case, Ts may be found by well-known methods.

Finally, we point out the need for measurements of
thermal conductivities especially of the various dielectric
films used in integrated circuit processing. There is little data
for thermal Si02 and none, as far as the author knows, for
polyimide films, or plasma-enhanced silicon oxides or ni
trides or for glasses.
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FIG. 9. Functions used in the theory of a narrow tap contacting a wide
current-carrying stripe.

IV. SUMMARY

We have demonstrated that a simple quasi-one-dimen
sional model, the NS approximation, can be used to calculate
steady-state temperature profiles near junctions ofstripes of
narrow thin-film conductors. The approximation takes full
account of fringing effects which can be large. For strictly
one-dimensional situations the model gives a full account of
the temperature profiles, including fringing effects, without
invoking the NS approximation. Many practical two-dimen
sional cases arising in integrated circuit technology satisfy
the NS criterion.

This paper provides a prescription for convenient cal
culation of temperature profiles near junctions, etc., of nar
row current-carrying stripes. The prescription is summar
ized as follows.

(1) Write down the dimensions, resistivity, thermal co
efficients of resistance, and thermal conductivities involved.

(2) Check from Fig. 4 whether the NS criterion is satis
fied for the stripes that are considered narrow. If not, then
the approximate theory cannot be used and the prescription
ends here. This check is unnecessary ifthe problem is strictly
one-dimensional.

(3) Find the 8's for each stripe from dimensional and
thermal conductivity ratios. One can use, for example, Fig. 2
if the thermal conductivities of the substrate dielectric film
and the passivating dielectric are the same.

(4) Compute Jm for each stripe using Eq. (14).
(5) Compute 0i and A for each stripe using Eqs. (15) and

(16) ifJ<.Jm (the usual case) or Eqs. (8) and (10) in general.
(6) Find the junction temperature OJ by substitution of

0i'S, A 's (or 8's), and w's into appropriate formulae such as
Eqs. (25), (26), or (34).

(7) Find the temperature profiles by substitution of 0i'
OJ' and A into appropriate formulae such as Eqs. (17), (18),
(27), or (31).

For the case ofAlISi02 many ofthe above calculations
are unnecessary, since the numbers can be looked up in the
figures in this paper.

This paper gives a prescription for calculating 0, the
temperature rise above the silicon substrate temperature.
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APPENDIX I: MATERIAL CONSTANTS USED IN
EXAMPLES

Aluminum

P = Po[1 + f3T ("C)];

Po = 2.42 X 10-6 (n em);

f3 = 4.752X 10-3 ("C- I );

K = 2.18(W;oC em), independent of T.

Note: In general, there is a rough relationship betweenP
and K: Kp = LT, where T is in OK and L = 2.45 X 10-8

W n ;oK2
• This is the Wiedeman-Franz law. 12

Si02

A curve fit to data for vitreous quartz3 gives

k(W;oCcm)

= 1.43 X 10-2 + 3.84X 1O-6T+ 2X 1O- 8T 2
,

where Tis in °c. k varies slowly in the range ofmost tempera
tures of interest.

APPENDIX II: GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS

f3 thermal coefficient of resistance (OC -I).
F(x) Ko(x)lK1(x).
8 parallel-plate capacitor fringing correction factor.
H total heat flow, thermal power (W).
h dielectric film thickness (em).
J current density (A/cm2

).

Jm maximum possible, i.e., runaway, current density
(A/cm2

).

K thermal conductivity of metal (W;oC em).
K n (x) nth-order Bessel function of.second kind.
k thermal conductivity of dielectric (W;oC em).
A thermal decay length (em).
I length of stripe (em).
IJI 0 - 0i' deviation from temperature of isolated

stripe (0C).
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P
Po
Ps
T
Ts

t
o
OJ

w

s,x,y

metal resistivity (11 em).
metal resistivity at 0 °c (11 em).
metal resistivity at Ts (11 em).
local metal temperature (OC).
substrate temperature rC).
metal film thickness (em).
T- Ts rC).
temperature ris~ above substrate of an isolated
stripe rC), Le. far from junctions of stripes.
temperature rise above substrate of a junction of
stripes.
width of stripe (em).
maximum stripe width satisfying NS criterion
(em).
spatial coordinates (em).
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